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Are you ready for a new season?
The 2021 series of the Passione Ferrari Club Challenge is ready
for launch. This year, you will have the chance to test your skills
at six legendary circuits behind the wheel of your personal
Ferrari Challenge car.
The Club Challenge is not a traditional racing competition;
instead, events focus on the clock, allowing you to measure
and beat your personal best lap time. Each car is fitted with
telemetry devices to record lap times, allowing you to improve
your skills on the track while seeing how you compare to other
drivers. Expert Ferrari instructors will be available for
one-on-one coaching, offering driving technique workshops,
in-car coaching, post-drive telemetry and driving style analysis.
If you want to feel, live and share your passion for racing, the
Passione Ferrari Club Challenge programme is the perfect
outlet. You’ll meet and compete with other Ferrari Challenge
members who share your passion for Ferrari and for racing.

Watch the official video
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An exclusive drivers’ club
This exclusive track experience is only
available to members. Your membership
is valid throughout the production
lifecycle of the 488 Challenge car, and
includes a bespoke set of racing
equipment - race suit, boots, gloves,
personalised helmet, protective
undergarments and HANS
(Head and Neck Support) device.
Members can purchase the full season
package, which includes six hours of
track time at each event and the
complete hospitality package for driver
and a non-driver companion (or two
drivers) - including breakfast, lunch and
early evening cocktails.
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A lifelong memory
The Ferrari Club Challenge season will
create memories you will wish to cherish,
so our official photographer and
videographer will be on hand to
immortalise your best laps, as well as
convivial Club moments. After the event,
you can download your photos from the
members-only website, along with a
commemorative video of each
Passione Ferrari Club Challenge event.

The challenge at your fingertips
with the MyFerrari app
The MyFerrari app features a dedicated
area for Club Challenge members. Stay
updated on stages’ information,
performance, photo, videos and connect
with Club members, to further enhance
the fun.
• Track info and on-board videos to learn
more about the tracks
• Lap times and telemetry data to follow
the progress and improve even more
• Professional photos and videos of each
event
• Real time calendar of the day, to always
be updated on what happens on track
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Format and Activities
Each day of Passione Ferrari Club Challenge offers members:
• All Day Free Laps (6 hours)
• Professional Drivers with Light Tutoring:
a Ferrari professional instructor will be available for
complementary light tutoring during the Club Challenge days.
One-to-one coaching with a Ferrari professional instructor will
also be available upon request.
• Telemetry Analysis: carried out by our expect technicians to
give each driver the chance to analyse and study data to
improve their skills and abilities on the track.
• Hospitality Package: a redesigned hospitality area is available
for members and guests to spend their downtime in comfort
and style.
Each car can be shared by a maximum of 2 drivers at each
event, giving you the opportunity to enjoy the experience with
friends and family. The programme evolution offers all Club
Challenge members the chance to continue to improve their
circuit driving skills and engage in the thrill of the race.
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Hospitality
LOUNGE AREA
Located in the heart of the
paddock, the new Passione
Ferrari Club Challenge
hospitality area is freshly
redesigned for the 2021 season.
This members-only area allows
you and your companion to relax
and enjoy the circuit activities in
the utmost comfort. Additionally,
during the break between
driving sessions, a gourmet
lunch is provided by an exclusive
Italian catering service.
The area includes:
• Private lounge
and restaurant
• Exclusive Italian
catering service
• Wi-Fi access
• Concierge service
• All day refreshments
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1.

ITALY
8th April | Monza

2.

AUSTRIA
29th April | Spielberg

3.

CZECH REPUBLIC
27th May | Brno

4.

Belgium
Spa Francorchamps

Germany
Nürburgring

SPAIN
17th June | Valencia

5.

GERMANY
25th August | Nürburgring FRD

6.

BELGIUM
9th September | Spa

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE*

Czech Republic
Brno
Austria
Spielberg
Italy
Monza

Spain
Valencia

• 08.00 - 09.00 Accreditation and equipment collection
• 09.00 - 09.45 Driver briefing
• 10.00 - 13.00 Driving session
• 13.00 - 14.00 Lunch
• 14.00 - 17.00 Driving session
* Times are subject to change
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Monza
April 8th
Monza is the last temple of speed.
The Lombard racetrack, immersed in a
beautiful park, is the last remaining
example of a track type that has otherwise
disappeared from the international
automotive scene. Despite numerous
changes to its design, Monza has always
retained its distinguishing pace. The track
boasts three high-speed straights “broken
up” by very technical chicanes. The latter,
together with the fearsome Lesbo and
Parabolica turns, requires a good
mechanical grip to avoid wasting a lot of
time. The first chicane offers an excellent
change to overtake as the cars have to
brake very violently on their approach. The
Roggia chicane also gives drivers various
opportunity to pass, especially if they can
make the most of the Curva Grande.
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Spielberg
April 29th
The Spielberg circuit nestles in the
Styrian hills of central Austria, near
Spielberg bei Knittelfeld.
The track was built between 1968 and
1969. It replaced the nearby Zeltweg
military airport, which had become a
racetrack and was used in the 1960s to
host the first Formula 1 Austrian Grand
Prix. The circuit comprises nine turns
with a height difference of 65 metres. It is
not very winding, with a layout that
favours high speeds. The starting straight
covers about 70% of the original’s length,
with the first corner at the top of the hill.
Immediately afterwards, a fast section
leads to a sharp uphill throttling down,
before the Remus Kurve, a hairpin bend to
the right. After another fast section, there
is a right-hand turn, this time downhill,
followed by a quick right-hand turn,
heading into the only two left-hand turns
on the track (Rauch and Würth). After an
uphill right-hander (turn 7) and a straight
with a downhill section, the track
descends to the last turn, the Jochen
Rindt, and then onto the pit straight.
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Brno
May 27th
The circuit has evolved greatly
over the years from the
28km‑plus of the original track
to the current 5,403 metres.
It is a very smoothly designed
track, its wide roadway offering
multiple possible trajectories
when cornering.
With just one challenging turn,
this track is a series of more or
less short stretches connected
by chicanes through which
drivers pass at varying but
generally slow speeds. There
are plenty of chances to
overtake opponents when
decelerating before a turn
or by taking one of the many
alternative lines. There are lots
of opportunities to put on
a show too.
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Valencia
June 17th
Ricardo Tormo Circuit.
Valencia’s Ricardo Tormo circuit,
inaugurated in 1999, is a new
generation track with a wide
escape route and little scope
for overtaking.
Set in a sort of natural
amphitheatre, Valencia allows
the public to follow the cars
around most of the circuit,
courtesy of the long grandstands
that can accommodate over
150,000 spectators.
The track offers four different
combinations although the main
races take place on the 4 km
track, with its five right
and eight left turns and 876 m
straight. Valencia, similar in some
respects to Oschersleben,
has a narrow roadway with few
passing points.
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Nürburgring FRD
August 25th
Very little remains of the fearsome old
Nürburgring that made the history
of Formula 1, other than its name.
The 22.81 km and 173 corners that made
up the Nordschleife, where the drivers
made all the difference, has given way
to a “modern” track comprising short but
important stretches, broken up by
chicanes or slow corners. To win on this
track, which is still fast and very enjoyable
to drive, you need a very well balanced
car with a chassis able to support the
driver’s style. The track’s asphalt may be
very smooth, but it follows a very bumpy
route, which makes driving a lot of fun
and very challenging. The brakes don’t
have to work hard along the ups and
downs of the Ring, but the tyres need to
withstand heavy loads. Indeed, the track is
famous for its understeer. Its challenging
points include the new “Mercedes Arena”
which replaced the Castrol Esse
and offers many opportunities
for passing on entry.
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SPA-Francorchamps
September 9th
Spa is one of the most beautiful circuits
in Europe and one of the few largely
unchanged old generation tracks still
in use. Indeed, the track immersed in the
green of the Ardennes still has nearly
all the technical characteristics of the
original circuit (which was about 14
kilometres long), making it exciting from
first to last from the technical point of
view. It is full of technical aspects that can
bring out differences between drivers.
The fans’ pulses quicken when the cars
pass by the Eau Rouge or Radillon, and
nerves fray when a driver goes at full tilt
(or not) into this fearsome dip. Of course,
drivers don’t only set their best times
courtesy of the Eau Rouge and Radillon.
The central part of Spa is very interesting,
with its sequence of fast curves
interspersed with short straights.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR OFFICIAL DEALER
ferrari.com

